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The student's concordance to the revised version, 1881, of the New Testament of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ - 1882

its meaning in the OT or NT; (3) its place in the entire canon; (4) theological relevance to broader OT or NT
issues. General Bibliography—occurring at the end of each volume, this extensive bibliographycontains all
sources used anywhere in the commentary.
Warfare and Agriculture in Classical Greece, Revised edition - Victor Davis Hanson 1998-10-20
The ancient Greeks were for the most part a rural, not an urban, society. And for much of the Classical
period, war was more common than peace. Almost all accounts of ancient history assume that farming and
fighting were critical events in the lives of the citizenry. Yet never before have we had a comprehensive
modern study of the relationship between agriculture and warfare in the Greek world. In this completely
revised edition of Warfare and Agriculture in Classical Greece, Victor Davis Hanson provides a systematic
review of Greek agriculture and warfare and describes the relationship between these two important
aspects of life in ancient communities. With careful attention to agronomic as well as military details, this
well-written, thoroughly researched study reveals the remarkable resilience of those farmland communities.
In the past, scholars have assumed that the agricultural infrastructure of ancient society was often ruined
by attack, as, for example, Athens was relegated to poverty in the aftermath of the Persian and later
Peloponnesian invasions. Hanson's study shows, however, that in reality attacks on agriculture rarely
resulted in famines or permanent agrarian depression. Trees and vines are hard to destroy, and grainfields
are only briefly vulnerable to torching. In addition, ancient armies were rather inefficient systematic
ravagers and instead used other tactics, such as occupying their enemies' farms to incite infantry battle.
Warfare and Agriculture in Classical Greece suggests that for all ancient societies, rural depression and
desolation came about from more subtle phenomena—taxes, changes in political and social structure, and
new cultural values—rather than from destructive warfare.
The Holy Bible, with Explanatory Notes ... by Thomas Scott ... A New Edition, with the Author's Last
Corrections ... and with Ten Maps - 1828

Voices of Jewish-Russian Literature - Maxim D. Shrayer 2019-07-31
Edited by Maxim D. Shrayer, a leading specialist in Russia’s Jewish culture, this definitive anthology of
major nineteenth- and twentieth-century fiction, nonfiction and poetry by eighty Jewish-Russian writers
explores both timeless themes and specific tribulations of a people’s history. A living record of the rich and
vibrant legacy of Russia’s Jews, this reader-friendly and comprehensive anthology features original English
translations. In its selection and presentation, the anthology tilts in favor of human interest and readability.
It is organized both chronologically and topically (e.g. “Seething Times: 1860s-1880s”; “Revolution and
Emigration: 1920s-1930s”; “Late Soviet Empire and Collapse: 1960s-1990s”). A comprehensive headnote
introduces each section. Individual selections have short essays containing information about the authors
and the works that are relevant to the topic. The editor’s opening essay introduces the topic and relevant
contexts at the beginning of the volume; the overview by the leading historian of Russian Jewry John D.
Klier appears the end of the volume. Over 500,000 Russian-speaking Jews presently live in America and
about 1 million in Israel, while only about 170,000 Jews remain in Russia. The great outflux of Jews from
the former USSR and the post-Soviet states has changed the cultural habitat of world Jewry. A formidable
force and a new Jewish Diaspora, Russian Jews are transforming the texture of daily life in the US and
Canada, and Israel. A living memory, a space of survival and a record of success, Voice of Jewish-Russian
Literature ensures the preservation and accessibility of the rich legacy of Russian-speaking Jews.
Isaiah 34-66, Volume 25 - John D. W. Watts 2018-06-12
The Word Biblical Commentary delivers the best in biblical scholarship, from the leading scholars of our
day who share a commitment to Scripture as divine revelation. This series emphasizes a thorough analysis
of textual, linguistic, structural, and theological evidence. The result is judicious and balanced insight into
the meanings of the text in the framework of biblical theology. These widely acclaimed commentaries serve
as exceptional resources for the professional theologian and instructor, the seminary or university student,
the working minister, and everyone concerned with building theological understanding from a solid base of
biblical scholarship. Overview of Commentary Organization Introduction—covers issues pertaining to the
whole book, including context, date, authorship, composition, interpretive issues, purpose, and theology.
Each section of the commentary includes: Pericope Bibliography—a helpful resource containing the most
important works that pertain to each particular pericope. Translation—the author’s own translation of the
biblical text, reflecting the end result of exegesis and attending to Hebrew and Greek idiomatic usage of
words, phrases, and tenses, yet in reasonably good English. Notes—the author’s notes to the translation
that address any textual variants, grammatical forms, syntactical constructions, basic meanings of words,
and problems of translation. Form/Structure/Setting—a discussion of redaction, genre, sources, and
tradition as they concern the origin of the pericope, its canonical form, and its relation to the biblical and
extra-biblical contexts in order to illuminate the structure and character of the pericope. Rhetorical or
compositional features important to understanding the passage are also introduced here. Comment—verseby-verse interpretation of the text and dialogue with other interpreters, engaging with current opinion and
scholarly research. Explanation—brings together all the results of the discussion in previous sections to
expose the meaning and intention of the text at several levels: (1) within the context of the book itself; (2)
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The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ - Moseley H. Williams 1881
Singapore 1941-1942 - Allen Louis 2013-11-05
Winston Churchill described the loss of Singapore as the greatest disaster ever to befall British arms. Louis
Allen analyzes the remote political causes of the Japanese campaign, gives an account of the events of the
campaign, and then attempts to apportion responsibility for the defeat.
Scorched Earth - Paul Carell 1994
The classic! This new edition of Paul Carrell's eastern front study picks up where Hitler Moves East left off.
Beginning with the battle of Kursk in July 1943, Carell traverses the vast expanse of the Russian War, from
the siege of Leningrad and the fierce battles of the norther front, to the fourth battle of Kharkov, and the
evacuation of the Crimea, a withdrawal forbidden by Hitler. The book ends in June of 1944 when the Soviet
Armies reach the East Prussian frontier. Hundreds of photographs, situation and campaign maps, complete
index, and comprehensive bibliography, add to this impressive account. This edition includes a new preface
by the author.
The Holy Bible, Containing the Authorized Edition of the New Testament, A.D. 1611 and the
Revised Edition of A.D. 1881, Arranged in Parallel Columns; with Complete Concordance - 1887
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The Englishman's Greek Concordance of the New Testament ... Third edition, revised. [By George V.
Wigram, assisted by William Burgh and George K. Gillespie.]. - 1860

provided extensive review of the biblical text. The first amendment to the New American Bible translation
since 1991, the NABRE contains a revised translation of the Old Testament as well as a revision of the
Psalter." -- back cover.
Scorched - Wajdi Mouawad 2010
Wajdi Mouawad's writing is powerful; a beautifully penned story that paves a path to a mother's
unspeakable pain. The closer Janine and Simon get to finding the source of her silence, the closer they are
to uncovering a tragedy so horrific it will engulf the world they know. Continuing his quest for sense and
beauty, Wajdi Mouawad has plunged into the turbulent depths of writing to discover, washed up midst the
sand dunes, fiery tales lost in the mists of time. Making their way through the dunes are Nawal's twin
children, Janine and Simon, who want to solve the mystery of their origins. In retracing the bitter history of
their mother, other characters come into the story witnesses or key players able to assist in the
investigation. Carried aloft by poetic language, the inquiry pursued by Janine and Simon unfolds in a
dreamlike atmosphere that cultivates the mystery surrounding a knife thrust into the heart of childhood.
The New Testament of Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ - 1882

Fox's Original and Complete Book of Martyrs ... A new edition. Now carefully revised, corrected, and
improved, by a Minister of the Gospel i.e. P. Wright ... Embellished with near 300 elegant engravings - John
Foxe 1811
The New Testament: the version set forth A.D. 1611, revised A.D. 1881. (Revised version). - 1881
NABRE: New American Bible Revised Edition - 2011-11
Saint Benedict Press is a proud publisher of the New American Bible Revised Edition (NABRE), the first
major update to the New American Bible (NAB) text in twenty years. Reflecting the work of nearly 100
scholars and extensively reviewed and approved by the USCCB, the NABRE takes into account the best
current scholarship as well as the new discovery of ancient manuscripts that improve our knowledge and
understanding of the Biblical text. With its extensive notes, commentary, and cross-references, the NABRE
will promote a deeper love and understanding of Scripture in the home, parish and school. In addition to its
wealth of study material, each Saint Benedict Press NABRE features a 3-year liturgical cycle of Sunday
readings, a 2-year liturgical cycle of daily Mass readings, a listing of Popes, and a manual of favorite
Catholic prayers.
Traits and stories of the Irish peasantry ... A new edition, with an autobiographical introduction,
explanatory notes, etc - William Carleton 1852

The New Family Receipt-book ... [By Maria Eliza Rundell.] A New Edition, Etc - Maria Eliza RUNDELL 1811
Webster's Complete Dictionary of the English Language ... revised ... by C. A. Goodrich ... and N. Porter ...
assisted by Dr. C. A. F. Mahn ... New edition of 1880, with a supplement of new words, and an additional
appendix of biographical names. (Authorized and unabridged edition.) With a portrait - Noah Webster 1846
A Guide to the Ghosts of Lincoln, New Edition - Boye, Alan 2013-10-01

The Revised Version of the New Testament - 1881
The Wonders of the World ... Illustrated by Engravings; a New Edition, Revised and Corrected by
James Percival - C ..... -C ..... Clarke 1836

A Harmony of the Gospels in the Revised Version - John Albert Broadus 1894
An Anthology of Jewish-Russian Literature - Maxim D. Shrayer 2015-03-26
This definitive anthology gathers stories, essays, memoirs, excerpts from novels, and poems by more than
130 Jewish writers of the past two centuries who worked in the Russian language. It features writers of the
tsarist, Soviet, and post-Soviet periods, both in Russia and in the great emigrations, representing styles and
artistic movements from Romantic to Postmodern. The authors include figures who are not widely known
today, as well as writers of world renown. Most of the works appear here for the first time in English or in
new translations. The editor of the anthology, Maxim D. Shrayer of Boston College, is a leading authority on
Jewish-Russian literature. The selections were chosen not simply on the basis of the author's background,
but because each work illuminates questions of Jewish history, status, and identity. Each author is profiled
in an essay describing the personal, cultural, and historical circumstances in which the writer worked, and
individual works or groups of works are headnoted to provide further context. The anthology not only
showcases a wide selection of individual works but also offers an encyclopedic history of Jewish-Russian
culture. This handsome two-volume set is organized chronologically. The first volume spans the nineteenth
century and the first part of the twentieth century, and includes the editor's extensive introduction to the
Jewish-Russian literary canon. The second volume covers the period from the death of Stalin to the present,
and each volume includes a corresponding survey of Jewish-Russian history by John D. Klier of University
College, London, as well as detailed bibliographies of historical and literary sources.
Entick's New spelling dictionary ... A new edition, revised, corrected, and enlarged; to which is now added
... a chronological table from the creation of the world to 1794, never in any former one - John Entick 1795

The student's concordance to the Revised version, 1881, of the New Testament - 1883
The Seventh Vial; Or, the Past and Present of Papal Europe as Shown in the Apocalypse. New ... Edition,
Revised and Greatly Enlarged - James Aitken WYLIE 1868
E.'s New Latin-English Dictionary ... A new edition ... augmented ... by W. Crakelt - John ENTICK
1786
A Treatise on Domestic Economy, for the use of young ladies ... Revised edition, etc - Catharine Esther
BEECHER 1846
A Classical Dictionary ... A new edition, revised and considerably enlarged, by the Rev. T. Smith - John
LEMPRIERE (D.D.) 1833
The Holy Bible: Urim Thummim Version: Revised Edition - Translator Dallas James 2016-10-31
The Holy Bible: Urim Thummim Version: Revised Edition, carves an historic landmark in Bible publication.
Originally published in 2001 this version was the first Bible - ever - published in the Original Manuscript
Order. Never in the long history of Bible publication has there - ever - been printed a Bible that restores
this order of its books. This Bible translation is very readable and accurate to the original languages which
will bring the reader face to face with the inspired text. The Book of Enoch has also been included in this
much improved and corrected edition.
The Politics of the Revised Version - Alan Cadwallader 2018-12-13
Alan Cadwallader explores the intricate tensions and conflicts that infused the work of revision of the
Authorised Version of the Bible between 1870 and 1885. The Promethean aspirations of the venture
actually generated one of the most bitter instances of the political manoeuvres involved in the translation of

The New American Bible Revised Edition, Large Print Edition - Confraternity of Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine 2011-03-09
"First published in 1970, the New American Bible is familiar to millions of American Catholics as the
translation proclaimed in the Mass and in their missals. [This revised edition] brings to culmination the
work of nearly 100 scholars, including translators, editors, and a subcommittee of Catholic bishops who
scorched-revised-edition
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a sacred book. Cadwallader reveals how the public avowal of unity and fraternal harmony that accompanied
the public release and marketing of the New Testament revision in 1881 and the Old Testament revision in
1885, masks fraught historical realities that threatened the realization of the project from the beginning.
Through a thorough examination of private correspondence, notebooks kept by various members of the
New Testament Revision Companies in England and the United States, and other previously unstudied
primary sources, Cadwallader examines and presents the complexities of the political situation surrounding
the translation. He exposes the competing interests of an imperial, sovereign nation and a seriously divided
Established Church floundering over its continued relevance; the ambitions and significance of
Nonconformity in a nation's highly contested religious environment; the agonistic conflicts that erupted
from assertions of national and international prestige and responsibilities; and the ultimate control
exercised by publishing houses that fundamentally flawed the process of revision and the public acceptance
of the final product.
The Home Book of Household Economy ... New Edition - HOME BOOK. 1859

plain sight, and the devil has all the best tunes. Dark drama and black comedy combine as Bryant & May
take centre stage in their first great case.
George Sandys - James Ellison 2002
The Caroline poet George Sandys had an exceptionally interesting early career as traveller and colonist;
this study of his work following his return to England sheds new light on the expression of religious and
political moderation prior to the Civil War.
China Magazine - 1942
The Holy Bible ... with Explanatory Notes ... By Thomas Scott. A New Edition, with Corrections by
the Author - 1812
A New System of Practical Domestic Economy ... A new edition, etc - SYSTEM. 1825
The Englishwoman's Cookery Book ... A New Edition - Isabella Mary BEETON 1867

Full Dark House - Christopher Fowler 2010-06-30
When a bomb devastates the office of London's most unusual police unit and claims the life of its oldest
detective, Arthur Bryant, his surviving partner John May searches for clues to the bomber's identity. His
search takes him back to the day the detectives first met as young men in 1940. In Blitz-ravaged London, a
beautiful dancer rehearsing for a sexy, sinister production of 'Orpheus In The Underworld' is found without
her feet. Bryant & May's investigation plunges them into a bizarre gothic mystery, where a faceless man
stalks terrified actors and death strikes in darkness. Tracking their quarry through the blackout, searching
for a murderer who'll stop at nothing to be free of a nightmare, the duo unwittingly follow the same path
Orpheus took when leading Euridyce from the shadows of Hell. Back in the present day, John May starts to
wonder if their oldest adversary might be the killer who took his partner's life. He must work alone to solve
a puzzle that began over half a century earlier... In a war-shaken city of myths, rumours and fear, Bryant &
May discover that a house is not always a home, nothing is as it appears, the most cunning criminals hide in
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Doctor Todt - Carlos Wiggen 2022-05-17
"Doctor Todt" is the first historical fiction novel in a series of 8, with the collective title After the Flood.
"The Flood" is not a Noah's ark thing but the increasingly obvious fact that the human race is less and less
capable to manage its habitat: Earth. As for a reversal, experts determined that the point of no return was
passed in 1981 then, typically, classified. Few were prepared to listen anyway. The greatest enemy of man
is man himself. I wrote about that in "The Spine of Western Culture" then, started on this epic account of
capable and well-informed people who work on ultra-deep level, preparing to survive and be ready to
resurface and rebuild the post-deluvian remains, in a way that makes a repetition of what caused the
catastrophe impossible to repeat. The storyline stretches from the last fugitives leaving flaming Berlin in
1945 to survival stations orbiting somewhere in the northern hemisphere around 2050.
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